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Abstract 
The present paper discusses the training and evaluation of the CRF and SVM algorithms for Indo-Aryan languages: Hindi, Odia and 
Bhojpuri. For annotation of the corpus, we have used Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) annotation scheme which is a common 
standard of annotation for Indian languages. The main objective of the paper is to provide an idea of the error pattern and suggestions 
following the same algorithms. The experiment is conducted with 90k tokens training and 2k tokens test data each, for ease of 
comparison among languages. In the evaluation report, we focus on each tool (SVM and CRF++) at the level of accuracy, error 
analysis of the tools, the error pattern and common error of the system. The accuracy of the SVM taggers ranges between 88 to 93.7 
% whereas CRF ranges between 82 to 86.7%. CRF performs less qualitatively than SVM for Odia and Hindi which is not true for 
Bhojpuri. In this study, we have observed that languages having more variations are suitable for CRF in comparison to SVM. 
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1. Introduction 

The paper presents a comparative evaluation of reports 
obtained as result of the statistical POS tagging tools 
based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 
Conditional random Fields (CRF) algorithms for Indo-
Aryan (IA) languages. The languages in this endeavour 
are Hindi, Odia and Bhojpuri. The paper provides an 
overview of the study conducted in Hindi and Odia. It 
also provides the scope of development for Bhojpuri; 
which is relatively new in this area of technological 
advancement. The paper demonstrates the issues and 
challenges encountered during the course of training 
and evaluation. The error pattern for each language has 
also been studied in its linguistic aspect.  

1.1. Areal Features 

Hindi, Odia and Bhojpuri belong to Indo-Aryan 
language family with SOV word order. Hindi is one of 
the official languages in the Republic of India. Odia is 
one of the classical languages, spoken in the eastern 
region of India. Apart from inheriting most of the 
linguistic features from the IA group, it also has some 
Dravidian features (Patnaik, undated); due to its 
geographical location. It is also spoken in the 
neighbouring states1 of Odisha (formerly Orissa), some 
parts of West Bengal, Chattisgarh, Jharkhand, Andhra 
Pradesh and by the overseas population in the U.S. and 
U.K. and in some other countries. 

Bhojpuri is the language of Northern India spoken 
in the east of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar along with some 
other foreign countries like Mauritius, Nepal, Surinam 
etc.  

1.2. POS Annotation 

Parts of Speech tagging is a process of assigning 
grammatical categories to each word in a running text. 
Being a morpho-syntactic process the context-based 
meaning of the word is considered during manual 
annotation. We have used SVM and CRF tools for 

                                                
1 www.ethnologue.com 

automatic taggers. 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM is a classification and regression algorithm which 
is based on the statistical learning theory developed by 
Vapnik and his team, in 1995. Support Vector-based 
classifiers are capable of potentially handling more 
than two classes of variables on both linear and non-
linear planes. 

 
Where  is a given vector and w is the feature 
component for maximum margin hyperplane.  
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) 

 CRF is a statistical tagging model developed by 
Charles Sutton. It is a probabilistic model working as 
follows: 

 
Where G is taken as a factor graph over y, then p (y|x) 
is a Conditional random field if the distribution 
factorizes according to G for any fixed x (Agarwal and 
Mani, 2011). 
The data is trained upon SVM Tool (version 1.3.2) for 
SVM2 and CRF ++ (version 0.58) on C language for 
CRF3. 

1.3. Typological Features 

In this sub-section, the common typological features of 
the IA languages with respect to classifiers, inflection, 
agglutination, PNG (person, number and gender), 
particles and verbal constructions are discussed. The 
cross-linguistic comparison has been discussed as some 
of the features create issues in POS annotation (see 
section 5).  

1.3.1. Classifiers 

The classifiers are very prominent in Odia. Like its 

                                                
2 http://www.cs.upc.edu/~nlp/SVMTool/ 
3 https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/ 
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sister languages namely, Bangla and Assamese, Odia 
also has nominal and numeral classifiers but Bhojpuri 
does not use classifier with the nouns. This feature is 
absent in the Hindi. 
For example: numeral classifiers 

Hindi: eka do                tIna 
Odia:  eka-Ti  dui-TA  tIna-Ti 
Bhojpuri:  eka-go du-go  tIna-go 

Free translation:  one two  three 

1.3.2. Inflection and Agglutination 

Hindi and Bhojpuri are inflecting languages in which a 
new word is formed with affixes inflected with it 
whereas Odia is morphologically an agglutinating 
language (Mohapatra, 2010 and Jena et al, 2011). Case 
markers and suffixes (numeral, singular and plural) in 
nouns agglutinate with the nouns in Odia (Behera, 
2015).  
For example: 

loka-ra  (genitive case marker) 
loka-ku  (dative case marker) 

1.3.3. Person/Number/Gender 

There are more verbal agreement restrictions in Hindi 
than in Bhojpuri and even less in Odia. Hindi follows a 
very strict gender agreement with the verb and has a 
clear demarcation of the masculine and feminine 
genders. In Bhojpuri, the morphological gender is more 
prominent than the grammatical gender.  
For example: 

Hindi:      maiM  Ay-A (M)/Ay-I(F) 
Bhojpuri:  ham  a-il-I (M/F) 
Gloss: I come (M/F) 

Free translation:   I came.  

In Odia, verbs agree with the person and number 
of the nouns and can appear with a covert subject. The 
concept of grammatical gender is not present, but the 
morphological gender is lexically marked in adjectives 
for the gender of the nouns they qualify.  
For example: 
(a) Odia:     muM      kAli   Asili 

Gloss:    I-1SG  Yesterday    come.PAST.PFV 
Free translation:  I came  yesterday.  
(b) Odia:   sundarI  jhia 

Gloss:   Beautiful  girl (Lexical gender) 
Free translation: Beautiful girl. 

1.3.4. Particles 

The arrangement of emphatic particles in these 
languages is different. They are relatively free-floating 
in all. Hindi and Odia emphatic particles always take a 
morphological form. Bhojpuri particles are capable of 
occurring both independently as a separate word unit 
and as an inflection to the parent category.  
For example: 

Hindi: mai   abhI   bAzAra   se    hI     AyA    huM 
Gloss:   I      now   market  from PRT come     be 
Odia: muM  bartamAna   hiM bajAraru          Asili 
Gloss:   I        now    PRT   market come-PST-PFV 
Bhojpuri: ham abahiyeM bajAre     se      ailI     ha 
Gloss:       I       now-PRT market   from come  be 

Free translation: I have just come from the market. 

1.3.5. Verbal Constructions 

There are some other typological differences in these 
languages which are very significant to this work 
because in due course of POS tagging the morpho-
syntactic nature of languages are considered and the 
verbal constructions in Odia are very different from 
that of Hindi and Bhojpuri. 

Following BIS guideline, the tagset devised for 
Hindi and Bhojpuri has only two verb categories 
namely main and auxiliary verbs but for Odia unlike 
the other two, there are five tag-level categories (main, 
auxiliary, finite, non-finite, infinitive and gerund). 

In Odia, the Tense Aspect and Mood (TAM) and 
person/number (PN) morphemes appear in agglutinated 
form with the verbs. For example, -bA represents 
infinitive form of verb while kari marks non-finite 
forms. Similarly, -ib, and il refer to future and past 
respectively. This leads to the categorization of the 
main verb into five as proposed in the BIS scheme. 

2. Literature Survey 
In this section, a brief literature survey of POS 
annotation of these languages has been presented. 

2.1. Hindi  

Several statistical models like HMM, ME, CRF were 
tested in 2008 and morphology driven (2006) Parts of 
Speech Taggers have been trained for Hindi. The 
morphology driven tagger proposed by Smriti Singh, 
worked on decision tree algorithm with an accuracy of 
93.45%. The Maximum Entropy based Hindi tagger by 
Aniket Dalal reached the overall accuracy of 88.4% 
over 10 runs. This also showed that the corpora size 
affects the training results. The Conditional Random 
Fields based tagger by Agarwal and Mani in 2006 
made use of morph analyser for training. It was trained 
on 21k words with the best feature set having 82.67% 
accuracy, using CRF++ tool. An improved HMM 
tagger was developed using stemmer for suffix 
matching and a pre-processor with an accuracy rate of 
93.12%. 

Another tagger was proposed by (Ray et al., 2003) 
using constraint propagation which was based on 
ontological information, morphological and lexical 
rules, and capable of capturing four local dependencies 
of Hindi but was not tested.  

2.2. Odia 

Das and Pattnaik (2014) have proposed a Single Neural 
Network-based parts of speech tagger for Odia 
language. The tagger has been selected empirically 
with the fixed length of context, initially, which was 
later corrected by forward propagation and transferred 

-forward technique  
has been reported to have reached accuracy of 81 %. 
Then, Das et al., (2015) developed an SVM Tagger 
with reported accuracy of 82% with 10k tokens 
training data. The tagset used consisted of only five 
tags, along with careful handling of prefixes and 
suffixes.  
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5. Discussion 
The different typological features discussed in the 
paper involve the following issues in manual and 
automated annotation. The classifiers and particles can 
appear both as a morpheme and an inflection to some 
other morpheme. In this case, the problem arises 
whether to tag the word as a classifier or to give it the 
tag of the head category. 
For example, 
One (English): ek-TA (Odia) and ego (Bhojpuri)  

TA and go, respectively create issues for both 
the annotator and tagger. Both the words carry a 
cardinal and a classifier. The POS tag provided will be 
that of a classifier but not a cardinal. This is also 
generated by the tool. But in some cases like adverbs in 
Bhojpuri like abahiyeM (now) where, though the word 
contains a time adverb and a particle, the POS category 
of the word will be an adverb (temporal according to 
BIS) but not a particle.   

Similarly, the two processes involved are 
inflection and agglutination. Hindi and Bhojpuri follow 
purely inflection process which results in the formation 
of two verb categories (main and auxiliary) but Odia 
follows both agglutination and inflection in different 
constructions. They, in the verbal constructions in 
Odia, lead to the addition of further four subcategories 
of the main verb.  
For instance, 
karibA-ku  (infinitive) 
kari-lA  (finite) 
kAma karu-thibA loka work doing  (gerundive) 
kari-ki -finite) 

In the category of verbal noun, the classifiers also 
alternate with the verb (tAra karibA-TA 
and postpositions also agglutinate with the verb.as in 
above infinitive verb. When the numeral classifiers 
occur in the training data, they are labelled as either 
classifier or verbal noun because of the ambiguity in 
deciding the tag. Therefore, the classifiers attached to 
verbs are automatically tagged as classifiers in some 
occasions. 

 Besides, there are other problematic POS 
categories affecting the performance of the tagger that 
have already been discussed in the previous section. 
 

6. Conclusion 
This experiment initially was conducted with 90k 
tokens training and 2k tokens test data for ease of 
comparison among languages. The accuracy of the 
SVM taggers ranges between 88.51% to 93.67% and 
CRF between 82 to 86.7% %. 

The accuracy has been achieved without applying 
any external tool (morph analyser, dictionary look-up 
etc.). The error rate of CRF is comparatively higher 
than SVM for all the languages except Bhojpuri which 
is higher in SVM for all tag-level categories. One 
reason for this feature is due to the high language 
variation in Bhojpuri which is lesser in Hindi and Odia.   

Out of the above discussed categorical labels in 
sections (4.2.1 & 4.2.2), proper nouns and verbs show 
higher error rate. For resolving this issue to enhance 
the performance of the tagger, an NER (Named Entity 

Recognition) and a morph analyser can be applied. In 
future, the dictionary look ups, bi-grams and trigrams 
can also be applied to achieve an enhanced accuracy 
rate. 
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